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Abstract:
Vikram Chandra and Chetan Bhagat are contemporary Indian authors who have portrayed
modern society through their works. The present study's objective is to represent growing
bitterness in human beings’ relationships for money and power. Chandra and Bhagat have
presented a realistic scenario of an increasing breach in human relationships for money through
Sacred Games and Revolution 2020. Both writers raised their voice and compelled the countrymen
to think over their problems. Chandra and Bhagat reveal, in modern society, human relations are
money and ego-based. This self is the leading cause of increasing bitterness and estrangement in
all relationships. People give more importance to money than human beings, which is the root
cause of spreading crime in society. This self and money have changed the social and moral values
prevailing in society. Modern men are busy earning money and making a career for which they
are losing their valuable relationships, resulting in growing breaches and bitterness in society.
Keywords: Relationships, detachment, growing bitterness, conflicts, contemporary society.
Introduction
Vikram Chandra and Chetan Bhagat both the writer represents every aspect of relationships
in their novels. The bond of relation keeps united to the whole society. This is why relations play
an essential role in human beings' lives, either in blood relations or water relations. Though, in the
modern age, the meaning of family and relations has changed. All relations are based on self;
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without self, nobody wants to help anyone. This is the cause of growing bitterness in human
relationships. People want to get only money and power in their life family, and relationships have
no value. Chandra and Bhagat represent both personal and social relations through their novel
Sacred Games and Revolution 2020. There was a time when people used to live in a joint family
but no longer now. Friendship and other social relations were significant for the older generation,
but for modern people, there is an appetite for money. Their want for power and money distracts
them from the right path and creates a breach between all relations. Sacred Games is an epic in
which different stories are interconnected with each other. Readers come to know about different
types of relationships and modern people's attitudes towards them. In Sacred Games, we see after
the death of Katekar there is a breach in relationships between Shalini and Bharti. The cause of
bitterness is money.
The same thing is observed in Jojo and her sister; Jojo falls in love with her own sister’s
husband. Even a bodyguard who has been serving his master for twelve years deceives Paritosh
Shah for money. He helps Suleiman Isa and gets money in return; for money Badriya forgets his
long-time relation with Paritosh Shah. There is no importance of any relationship for modern men;
their attitude has completely changed for any relation. On the other hand, we see Bhagat has
presented the increasing bitterness in blood relatives, and one brother deceives another. These
things prove, in the modern age there is no importance of relationship people gives more value to
money. To get power and personal benefits, human beings can go to any extent. Modern men are
not honest about their relationships.
Vikram Chandra and Chetan Bhagat have represented contemporary society through their
works. Their description of modern society is life-like, which brings forth the reality of society. In
the desire of getting more and more money, people are forgetting their own values which are the
foundation of humanity. Chandra not only presents criminal world and corruption prevailed in
metropolitan city Bombay but also relations of different kinds. The changing attitude of modern
youth towards family also has been presented in a realistic way. Youth are becoming involved in
corrupt activities for getting money and power. They have no respect and value for any relation
either in family or friendships. The Indian society which has been depicted in the novels of Vikram
Chandra and Chetan Bhagat reflects the coming changes in the modes and manners of people. The
author seems to suggest that the changes which are for the betterment of country should be
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accepted immediately, but which are retrogressive and harmful for the society and human beings
should be eradicated. Youths need to focus on those sets of principles which are value based and
justified. According to Pradeepa and Priya (2020) “Chandra has presented novel with varied life
styles, situations, divisions, thoughts and prevalence of people from different strata in the
underworld of Bombay representing the society of India.” In this way we see Chandra and Bhagat
both presents the reality of society and modern men’s attitude towards it.
Purpose of study
The aim of this research study is to present Growing bitterness in human beings
relationships for money and power. The novel Sacred Games is a saga of different criminal stories
which along with crime bring into notice increasing breaches in human being relationships also.
In the same way the novel Revolution 2020 is the story of corruption in political and education
sector. In this novel Bhagat also reveals bitterness among blood relatives. The acquisitiveness of
modern men is the root cause of expansion in acrimony in all relations. This breach in relationships
is on enlarging day by day, which is needed to be curbed in time to maintain the unity in country.
Research Methodology
This research article is based on qualitative content analyzing approach, which is the
method of summarizing various forms of text and content matter in English literature. In it different
kind of observations are made of various aspects of literary content, which encourages more
objective appraisal, instead of content based or making impressions on audience. Though
analyzing content can be in any form but it has been changed into written form before its
analysation. This research is based on original source Vikram Chandra’s novel Sacred Games and
Chetan Bhagat’s Revolution 2020. The purpose of this research or analyzation is to develop a
relationship between cause and effect. This research article highlights growing bitterness in human
beings’ relations for money and power, which is the cause of division and estrangement in society.
An honest effort has been done by the researcher through this article to trail the reality, and to
expose the condition of human beings’ relations in modern age. To analysis content or text and for
reaching on conclusion qualitative analysis or method has been used by the researcher. Quotations
and passage have been taken from the primary sources and have been observed in a critical way.
The quotations or material of primary sources directly or indirectly have been supplemented by
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the information from secondary sources. The research articles from various renowned critics and
scholar also have been used to substantiate this article. To prove the point matter from online
resources also has been taken. Along with primary source different online resources also have been
explored. In this way a genuine effort has been made by the researcher to corroborate the point.
Result
Growing bitterness in human being’s relationships, from the perspectives of Sacred Games
and Revolution 2020.
In Sacred Games Vikram Chandra presents a very beautiful example of growing breach in
human relationships for money. In modern age human beings’ relations has become money based.
People give importance to money than human, even the self also has been observed in blood
relatives also. Chandra has demonstrated increasing breach in relation through various families.
The family of Katekar is one of them. Katekar is a police constable he is leading his life with two
sons and wife happily. Shalini and Bharti are two sisters both have good terms but after the death
of Katekar things become different. Money becomes the cause of breach between two sisters.
Katekar’s wife Shalini and Bharti are sisters they both love each other very much. Bharti frequently
come to Katekar’s home with her husband and three children to meet her sister. She brings clothes,
gifts and sweets for Shalini’s sons Mohit and Rohit. She always makes her daughters wear fancy
frocks, and the boy who had been born last after many prayers and rituals, was dressed as if he
was going to a wedding. Katekar squeezed the cheek of his two nieces with love, Shalini and Bharti
always gets busy in their family life continuously, whenever they meet both the family mix-up
with each other and all gossips and have a fun.
Many great changes have been observed in the relationship of both families after the death
of Katekar. Shalini and her son have broken with grief, she starts to works at six houses to earn
money where she washes clothes and utensils. Shalini gets two lakhs from government After
Katekar’s death, when Bharti comes to know about this amount. She comes to borrow two lakhs
from her, shalini try to make her understand but in vain;
“Bharti; she said, two lakh seems like a lot but how many days are there in a lifetime? How long
will these two lakhs last over three life time? I have young boys. I have to pay for their school all
their books, and anything could happen. We could need the money any time”. (Chandra, P- 347)
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Bharti does not try to understand this she starts to quarrel with Shalini and weeping, not only this
but curse her elder sister for the gold necklace that was only given to Shalini and the money that
was spent on her marriage and many other things. Thus, it is obvious that things become harder
and completely change after the death of Katekar. Bharti starts quarreling and blaming her sister
when she denies her to give money. There was a time when Bharti was married to a scrap dealer
in kurla. There was apparently much money in this profession Bharti used to visit in a new sari,
gold bangles, and with many other eating things to her children. She always used to boasts about
new sari, furniture. Her purpose was only to make her sister feel inferiority complex, but after
Katekar death everything gets change. The money which Shalini gets from government as a
compensation for Katekar death creates a breach in both sisters relationship. Bharti become jealous
to her own sister for money, which prove bitterness is increasing in human beings’ relations for
money and power.
There is another story of Kamla Pandey and her husband, who is not honest in her relation.
Kamla daily quarrels with her husband. There is no love between them only formalities. Though
Kamla loves Umesh and has illegal relationship with him but lives with her husband for his flat
and money. She comes to Sartaj when Umesh blackmail her to escort money from Kamla. She
meets Sartaj alone and bribes him many times to solve this problem. Hearing her story Kamble
remember his own life how he was ruined by a dancer girl, who was from Rai Bareli. This is the
profession of such type of girls.
“She had spent every last rupee, I earned for seven months. She and her bhenchod family.
They were very good at taking my money. Some of these girls got it in their blood from birth,
this talent of making money”. (Chandra, P-541)
Thus, we see moral corruption has been portrayed in this novel everywhere. Every story is
based on modern real life, which gives a realistic view of our society, people, country and their
thoughts etc. All relations are money and power based. Modern men have become selfish for their
self they can cross all limit. On the other hand, we see Jojo reveals the reality of film industry to
Gaitonde. She tells him that career in modeling; acting can’t come out of nowhere, if someone has
rich parents only, they can pay for clothes acting class, dance, fashion and mobile phone. If
someone is like Zoya from Lucknow have to suffer a lot. Such type of girls has to warm the bed
of everyone to earn money; this is why all children of film star dominate the industry. Zoya also
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fall prey to this. Gaitonde use her and gives money and full expenses for her. These stories
represent money has taken the place of all relations, which is the cause of growing breach and
bitterness in modern relationships.
On the other hand, Chetan Bhagat has presented the bitterness in relationship due to
corruption. One brother deceives another for money and property. In Revolution 2020 Bhagat has
given a realistic view of growing bitterness in close relatives. The story of Gopal’s family and his
taya represents the reality of relationships in modern age. Gopal’s father wants to see him as an
engineer, for it Gopal works hard but fail to clear any exam. Though student work hard and struggle
a lot to be in IIT so that they may give pleasure to their parents by fulfilling their desire, but if they
are not successful in pursuing their aim, they are scold badly by their parents instead of being
supported. This failure and parent’s strange behavior compelled them to commit suicide. The
behavior of Gopal’s father prepares him to re-appear in exam, Aarti is surprised at this she enquired
if he is interested in engineering. His response reflects the goal of middle-class Indian youths,
whose aim is only to earn livelihood and satisfy hunger which can be easily fulfilled by pursuing
engineering. Gopal says though passion should be followed by everyone but what the use of such
passion which doesn’t satisfy your hunger, besides it people who are from middle class also don’t
get opportunities to fulfill their wish and it becomes their compulsion to opt such stream which
may become helpful in earning their livelihood.
As story proceeds, we come to know that all the savings of Gopal’s father had wiped out
in his mother illness. He was only four years old at the time of his mother death this is the reason
behind his fuzzy reminiscence of his mother. His father told him that he wore dupatta of Gopal’s
mother to make him sleep for one month after his mother death. His father also told him about
Ghan Shyam taya who is elder brother of his father. Ghan Shyam taya ji his father’s respected
elder brother who had deceived them, because soon after his grandfather death Ghan Shyam uncle
took a loan from the bank and near about half property of his father has been mortgaged by forging
the papers with wrong plot numbers and bribing the bank officer, thus we see how Gopal’s uncle
had sucked his father’s blood throughout his life, but after the death of Gopal’s father taya’s family
now offers ultimate sympathy even his uncle’s wife Neeta Taya ji also comes at his doorsteps. As
she saw him extended her arms and broke down, Gopal response extracting himself from her
bosom hug it’s ok tayi ji there is no need to any one of you. Thus, it is clear that they have bitter
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relations and there is no closeness between them. This is obvious we become how much modern
but family plays an important role in our life, we are incomplete without it and having everything
we have nothing. In this way we see Bhagat has presented the growing bitterness in relations of
modern people for money and power.
Discussion
Vikram Chandra and Chetan Bhagat both the writers have depicted modern society in their
works. Readers feel as if they are the part of their work and all incidents are taking place around
them. In modern age money is everything for men, for which they are ignoring their precious
relations. Chandra and Bhagat have presented a beautiful scenario of modern relationships through
their novels. According to Pradeepa and Priya (2020) “Indian society, as depicted in the novel is
full of examples reflecting the coming changes in the modes and manners of people”. Honmode
(2019) says “Sacred Games also targets subjects of controversy like the relationship between
lawmakers and breakers, religious violence, fake encounters, and corruption in the entertainment
industry”. In the words of Barai (2016) “Contemporary Indian fiction in English has achieved
critical acclaim worldwide, for many writers in this genre have bagged and are bagging
international awards too frequently.” Rao says (2015) “Vikram Chandra portrays crime and
glamour in his novel Sacred Games skillfully”. According to Babu & Livingston (2019) “Chetan
Bhagat is usually considered to speak on behalf of the Indian entrepreneurial community”.
Wankhade says (2015) “Chetan Bhagat as a skilled craftsman reaches to the heart of the young
readers, which is the largest asset of the world.” According to Rajest and Suresh (2017) “the word
revolution comes from Latin word, revolver it means a change in the way a country is governed,
usually by a different political system and often using violence and war.” Sharma (2015) says
“Chetan Bhagat is one of the most popular Indo- Anglican authors, is a prominent columnist and
renowned orator. In the words of Ansuri (2019) “Love and friendship is relationships, which
requires, time effort and many other characteristics, which form mutual relationships.” According
to Sundram (2014) “I feel that our youth are indulged in bad activities such as smoking, drinking,
corruption and sexual desire. Moral and ethical are becoming sleeping words in dictionary.” In the
words of Raviya (2017) “it is observed that the financial and political powers are also used for the
exploitation of the close relatives.”
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Conclusion
Vikram Chandra and Chetan Bhagat belong to the contemporary Indian author's
generation, representing modern societal problems through their works. Both writers raise the
issues related to modern youth and contemporary society. Bhagat writes only for modern youth
and their concerns, for which he is known as modern youth’s author. Though, Chandra presents
common problems and issues related to the people of all groups. Through their works, both writers
reveal that all kinds of relations are on verge of break due to lust for money and power in human
beings. In modern society people give more importance to money there is no value of human
beings. The negligence of relations is the cause of increasing crime in society. Though modern
men have money and power but no peace in their life, the same thing can be noticed in the case of
Kamla Pandey and Bharti. Though Bharti has everything, she wants to get money from her sister
to expand her husband's business. She started to abuse and cursed her elder sister Shalini when she
denied her to give money. Here through the character of Bharti, Chandra has revealed the
selfishness of modern men, who don't try to understand the problem of others. In the case of Kamla
Pandey, we see there is no purity in any relation, and a wife deceives her own husband who is a
gentle man. She is living with him only for his money and flat. She is not emotionally attached to
him but in love with her colleague.
On the other hand, Gopal's taya ji deceives his father for increasing his empire. On the
death of his father, all his taya’s family comes to console Gopal. Though they never came home
after his father's death, they were there only to settle the court case, not to show sorrow. His taya
wants that Gopal should give his all property to him by taking five lakh. These things represent
money, and power breach is growing in human beings' relationships. All relations have become
self-based in modern society, where money has more value than human beings. Thus, the study of
both the writers proves that they have presented a realistic view of growing bitterness in human
beings’ relations for money and power.
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